Our ongoing work aims at defining an ontology-centered approach for building expertise models for the Common-KADS methodology. This approach (which is named "Onto-KADS") is founded on a core problem-solving ontology which distinguishes between two conceptualization levels: i) at an object level, a set of concepts enable us to define classes of problem-solving situations. This sub-ontology extends the foundational ontology DOLCE [3] ; ii) at a meta level, a set of meta-concepts represent modeling primitives. In particular, a set of such meta-concepts render an account of roles, the primitive situated at the interface between domain knowledge and reasoning, and whose ontological status is still much debated since the late 1990s [5] . In this short article we give an overview of OntoKADS. 
OVERVIEW OF OntoKADS METHOD
Our proposal consists of a methodology called OntoKADS which, to a great extent, likens the construction of expertise models to the construction of ontologies. The method comprises two main steps (see Figure 1) .
In a first step, the knowledge engineer develops a problemsolving-driven application ontology whose concepts are labeled by modeling primitives. To that end, the method uses an ontology (also named OntoKADS). A software module then automatically translates this labeled ontology into three subcomponents of an expertise model which resembles CommonKADS [4] : a domain model, an inference model and a task model. This translation principally involves the extraction and reorganization of representations.
In a second step, the knowledge engineer further specifies the problem-solving methods linked to the tasks which he/she has identified.
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OVERVIEW OF OntoKADS ONTOLOGY
The OntoKADS ontology includes two sub-ontologies: a problem-solving ontology (which is independent of CommonKADS) and an ontology for modeling primitives similar to those in CommonKADS.
The first sub-ontology extends DOLCE [3] in order to enable describing problem-solving situations. DOLCE's domain distinguishes between endurants (objects, substances) and perdurants (events, states). The main relationship between endurants and perdurants is that of participation: endurants participate in perdurants at a certain time.
According to a usual view, a description of problem-solving situations like diagnosing a car breakdown involves two main types of entities: i) reasonings (e.g., diagnosing a breakdown, putting forward a hypothesis) which correspond to actions (A1), i.e. perdurants; ii) components of the car (e.g., tank, battery) which are devices (A2), i.e. endurants, and states of these components or processes in which they are involved (e.g., empty fuel tank, low battery level, fuel leak), which are perdurants (A3).
. Copyright is held by the author/owner(s). One important question is that of the link existing between reasonings and the entities of the physical word, e.g. car's components and their states. OntoKADS' view is the following: resonings bear on theoretical objects, notably propositions (e.g., empty fuel tank hypothesis, low battery level complaint) that are mental representations of the reasoner (A4); Propositions have for subjects concepts (e.g., EmptyFuelTank, LowBatteryLevel) which classify the entities of the real world (A5). This modelling framework introduces in the domain of discourse reified entities such as propositions and concepts, which brings two consequences. On one side, it is consistent with DOLCE's ontological commitments: mental objects are endurants, and as propositions are considered to be mental objects, this allows them to participate in reasonings which are perdurants. On another side, it brings an alternative characterization of roles: it indeed identifies a set of concepts (e.g., hypothesis, diagnosis hypothesis, empty fuel tank hypothesis) which correspond to roles played by propositions, the latter having for subjects domain concepts. This is to contrast with CommonKADS' definition of "knowledge roles" [4] . OntoKADS further distinguishes between these concepts by identifying different types of roles (e.g., formal knowledge role, material knowledge role) taking into account their rigidity and whether or not they bear an identity criteria [2] . These clear semantics attributed to roles allow to further define new guidelines for the construction of expertise models [1] .
The second OntoKADS sub-ontology represents modeling primitives (e.g., Task, Inference, FormalKnowledgeRole, DomainConcept). Technically, we consider that this ontology is situated at a "meta" level with respect to the previous one, and thus corresponds to an ontology of meta-properties [2] . These meta-properties enable classification of the problemsolving ontology's concepts according to the relation CF(x,y,t), which stands for "x classifies y at time t." This relationship allows us to specify (for example) that the Diagnosis concept is modeled as a Task at a certain time t 1 (A4), that the DiagnosisData concept is considered to be a FormalKnowledgeRole (A5) or indeed that EmptyFuelTank is a DomainConcept (A6).
The times t i correspond to building times for the expertise model, and the classifications can change over time: hence, according to the CommonKADS method, a particular Reasoning may be considered as an Inference at a given moment and as a Task at another moment (if combined with a decomposition method). The classifications are additionally accompanied by constraints which express the fact that a modeling primitive can only classify certain types of concepts in the problem-solving ontology. For example, (A7) and (A8) express the fact that the Task primitive can only classify concepts subsumed by the Reasoning concept and that the TransferFunction concept can only classify Communications. Figure 2 provides a graphic summary of several constraints (the modeling primitives are noted in bold characters). 
